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SPRINGBOARD EFFECT   

DCL business strategy is always about bringing in new business & operation value proposition. 

No matter how you market or sugarcoat your presentation, it all boils down to operational 

capabilities and systematic execution (processes & procedures). Closing in on 2nd place is 

induction and strategic planning.  Without effective communication, you get nowhere too! 

Applying the same method to projects, this is where we thrive and is currently at.   

And in the field of projects, there will always be challenges and how we go about mitigating it or 

solving it depends entirely how in-depth a knowledge you have of the project scope and its industry. 

Here are some tips you could use would you have to manage one; 

Things-to-do; 

1. Mind mapping – a must!  

2. Know what you need to accomplish and what to look out for! 

3. Time – the most crucial subject matter 

4. Work your processes toward the KPIs you are required of 

5. Induction, Induction, Induction, Induction 

6. Progress Review – from point 1. ~ 5.  

But make no mistake that DCL’s intention of new businesses be related to greed. Greed is 

something we avoid all together! Of course the corporate world will have you fooled by its growth 

requirement and that meeting budgets are crucial…..blah blah blah!!! Simply – it’s all greed! So 

what sets DCL apart? Greed?? Nah!! I’ve got enough on my plate already. Anything more is 

decadent lifestyle and meant for showing off! Thus, the Springboard Effect subject. I came up with 

this term on my own as it reflects exactly what DCL had experienced recently which I’d like to 

share.  

The Springboard Effect is crucial to the survival of DCL being young and aggressive and here are 

the reasons why; 

1. Financial positioning – where DCL is, as it’s a young company = tight cashflow = high 

credit owing  

2. Risk mgmt. – lifespan of a customer with DCL & its behavioral 

3. Sustainable vendor mgmt. – level of support, honesty & professionalism 

4. Sustainable HR – urgent need of experienced staff to manage the growth effects and junior 

to support the seniors 

5. Maintenance of KPI results 

6. Continuous Hunting & Farming programme (….very carefully planned programme) on 

different target segment   



 

 

DCL has create this springboard effect in order to circumvent any losses in businesses or claims. 

Recently we have been lay claim amounting RM140,000. Reason being our ISO Tank or now 

known as IMO Tank was found with its content contaminated. All necessary steps in cleaning and 

maintenance of tank has been taken care of but mysteriously this happened. Though there were 

accusation on a breach of conduct by my contractor, it’ll remain as an accusation as of now. I will 

honour my part being held liable though I do under protest. Ensuring my maintenance of tank is 

robust, I have established a partnership with a IMO Tank cleaning company whom possesses 

automated cleaning facility and its own water treatment facility making sure optimum cleaning 

results plus appointment of external surveyor for inspection thereafter. There will be no chance to 

accuse DCL of any wrongdoing from here forth. So how did the Springboard Effect play a role in 

this claimed amount? Answer: 5 go-live projects in Nov & Dec plus the above-mentioned pointers 

carefully looked into. With great relief, DCL is not financially burdened by this huge claim amount. 

(By the way, no insurance company will insure content. Thus, it is on DCL account) 

Our step-up plan is to implement this Springboard Effect Methodology with DCL Pg, JB & Sg. 

They will go through the same vicious cycle and it’s best to get prepared for any eventuality better 

still none of it. 

Till then, see you all in DCL next issue. God bless you all! And no matter what, always spring 

back to your strong position in life! Do not accept labelling in your life. Do not swim in a pool of 

negativity.   

 

Yours sincerely, 

DCL Team 

 

“And whatever you do, in word or deed, do everything through faith believing in God who provides” 

           David Cheah 


